CANNABIS
FRIEND OR FOE
TO ALCOHOL?
BY JEFF SIEGEL
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now this much to start: the United States is
embarking on its greatest decriminalization effort
since the end of Prohibition. Until the federal
government gives its legal green light to cannabis,
a confusing and difficult transition will remain
difficult and confusing. But the states-rights
pattern has been established, and while no one can (yet) say
for certain what will happen in regards to beer, wine, and spirits
consumption, cannabis is entering the Conversation faster than
you can say “don’t bogart that joint.”

“My friends in Colorado, Washington
POT’S SHARE OF THE PIE
and Oregon are quite candid about potential lost sales, but most are sanguine about
From an overall industry viewpoint, it
the future,” says Kansas City’s Doug Frost,
makes sense to position cannabis as an
MW, MS. “It’s tremendously challengaddition to the adult arena of recreational
ing because no one knows how the next
options. As Chris Stenzel, President of
steps unfold, other than that every state
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vision, noted in a recent interview with
Regardless, the genie ain’t going back in
Beverage Media, the firm’s $4 billion inthe bottle.”
vestment in Canadian company Canopy
Knowing that, what’s the best way to
Growth reflects a belief that cannabis can
prepare for what’s going to happen? First,
complement alcohol. “At Constellation,
understand the parts that make up the lewe talk about the three stool legs of the
gal cannabis market, from a joint to weedbusiness: Spirits, wine and beer, and we
infused consumer products.
believe cannabis will become the fourth
Second, accept that the legal and
leg to the stool,” said Stenzel.
regulatory hurdles will remain
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Euromonitor estimates that the
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Finally, recognize that
but several studies conproducts will reach $20
the alcohol industry is at
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the biggest crossroads since
whether legal marijuana will
the end of Prohibition. Younger
cannibalize beer, wine and/or
consumers, who seem less interested
spirits. A 2017 Georgia State study
in beer, wine, and spirits than their parfound legal cannabis reduced alcohol conents and grandparents, will have another
sumption over the long term, and alcohol
option for their time and money.
“purchases decreased by 15% in counties
Moving forward, usage patterns, prodin states with medical marijuana laws.” On
uct development and legislative action
the other hand, a 2018 study from the Disare all areas that promise to impact the
tilled Spirits Council which analyzed data
beverage alcohol industries.
from 3 states with longest track record

(CO, WA, OR) found no such change
after recreational legalization. Utilizing
state-level tax receipts and actual alcohol
shipment data in Colorado, Washington
state and Oregon for the two years prior
to recreational marijuana legalization and
post-legalization, they concluded: “overall
alcohol sales mirror national trends and
there is no pattern of declining spirits sales
in any of the markets analyzed.”
The ink is barely dry on a detailed report by IWSR Drinks Market Analysis and
BDS Analytics, released in February 2019.
“Though not yet mainstream, cannabis
adoption is certainly growing in states
where it is legal and does pose a risk to the
beverage alcohol industry in the future,”
said Brandy Rand, IWSR’s U.S. President.
Among the nuggets in their report:
• Up to 40% of adults 21 and over
consume cannabis in states where it
is legal.
• Millennials represent 45% of
“dualists” (those who consume both
cannabis and alcohol).
• Two-thirds of cannabis users in fully
legal states also consume alcohol;
however, only about one-third of
alcohol consumers in these markets
also consume cannabis.
• On average, cannabis and alcohol
dualists are more likely to drink beer
(especially craft beer) and spirits;
fewer drink wine.
There may be evidence that legal
weed slows beer sales in general, on the
theory that younger consumers will smoke
a couple of joints or pop edibles instead
of drinking a six-pack if the price is about
the same. But, analysts caution, that
decline has been traced to slowing consumption among aging beer drinkers and
not competition from cannabis.
There also seems to be a sense, says
Bonny Doon’s Randall Grahm, that any
change in alcohol consumption will happen at the lower-priced end, in mass-
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WHERE POT IS LEGAL: RECREATIONALLY AND MEDICALLY
market wine, beer and spirits. Producers
like Grahm aren’t worried about “weed
as one of the existential threats to the
wine business.”
And legal cannabis may boost alcohol
tourism. Anecdotal evidence from Colorado suggests the possibility of increased
tasting room sales, thanks to the influx
of legal weed tourists. “It’s almost as if
we’re getting a new audience,” says Karen Hoskins, owner of craft rum producer
Montanya Distillers in Crested Butte,
CO, describing been her experience in
the aftermath of Colorado’s legalization.
“They’ll come into the tasting room, and
when they’re done, ask us to recommend
a dispensary.”
Ultimately, presuming recreational
cannabis becomes the norm, availability
is going to be a critical factor in whether
smoking will hit alcohol more at higher
or lower price points. Another wild card
is “vaping”—and how the youth-driven
popularity of this intake method impacts
smoking and drinking.

GREENING OF AMERICA
Positive chatter about legal marijuana is a recent
phenomenon, but it is getting louder. According
to Gallup, as recently as the year 2000, less than
a third of Americans supported legalization. But
that sentiment cleared 50% within a decade and
continued to rise, now topping 60% in Gallup
polling, with similar findings by Pew Research.
Some more signs that recreational legalization
in America is going to happen sooner than later:
 State by state regulation appears to be
working: each state that has legalized

marijuana regulates it separately from
every other legal state, and all activity—
production through sales—takes place
within each state so as not to violate
federal law.
 Most of the early horror stories, like the
inability of Colorado cash-only dispensaries
to find banks to take their money, have
worked themselves out.
 The 2018 Farm Bill, which gave hemp,
closely related to marijuana, legal status,
gives reason for optimism.

MAINSTREAMING
(IN CANADA, FOR NOW)
Not to be discounted in any discussion of
cannabis: follow the money. Legalization
in Canada has opened the faucet on investment—and it is big fish entering the
pond. Constellation Brands, most notably, now owns 38% of Canada’s Canopy
Growth. “Constellation has been pretty
good at identifying long-term consumer
shifts and reacting—buying and exiting
assets,” notes Rob McMillan, Executive
Vice President and founder of Silicon Valley Bank’s Wine Division in Napa. “They
are shedding some wine assets and some
point to that being an end to wine and a
nod to cannabis and beer, but I think it’s
more to do with shedding lines that aren’t
in line with premiumization strategies.”
More signs of marijuana mainstreaming: Southern Glazer’s Great North Distributors subsidiary has agreed to distribute marijuana producer Aphria’s products
in Canada to both provincial and private
retailers. AB InBev formed a $100 million
research partnership with Tilray Inc.’s Ca-
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THC & CBD: ALPHABET SOUP
NEW BREED
OF BEVERAGES
Appearance-wise, these look like wine, beer
and spirits. Behind the glass and metal,
however, they are something brand new.
In the case of the wine-like and beer-like
products, they are alcohol-free. California’s
Rebel Coast is made from Sauvignon
Blanc, but infused THC instead of alcohol.
The canna-brews include Blue Moon Beer
founder Keith Villa’s THC-infused Ceria
brand; San Diego-based Cannabiniers’
Two Roots; and Hi-Fi Hops, an IPA-inspired
brew made by Heineken-owned Lagunitas.
The sprits shown here are made
traditionally but each incorporate hemp into
their production: Nirvana hemp-seed vodka
and gin made by Fat Dog Spirits of Tampa,
FL; Colorado High Vodka, by Colorado Gold
Distillery in Colorado Springs, CO; and
Humboldt Distillery’s Humboldt’s Finest
Vodka. The hemp adds an herbal element,
but is not additionally psychoactive.

The legal weed industry
is about more than selling
joints. It will be more or less
divided into two parts—the
tightly-controlled market for
THC products that produce
a high, and a less regulated
CBD market that revolves
around consumer goods,
from over-the-counter pain
killers to make-up and
lotions to beverages and
snacks to pet products. Here
are some key terms to know:
 THC is the abbreviation
for tetrahydrocannabinol, the
compound that produces
the high when marijuana is

smoked, inhaled or eaten.
THC is found in the flower
or bud of the plant and is
smoked, baked into brownies,
or made into gummies.
 CBD is the abbreviation
for cannabidiol, a cannabis
compound that may
have medical benefits but
doesn’t produce a high.

nadian subsidiary High Park Co; and Molson has teamed up with Quebec-based
Hexo Corp. Both big brewers plan to
develop non-alcoholic, cannabis-infused
beverages. And possibly a tipping point,
PR-wise: Martha Stewart will advise Canopy Growth on a line of hemp-based CBD
products—for both people and pets.

BRAND NEW PIPELINE
Of course, as the Canadian example is
rapidly proving, the free market system
is raring to go with new product development. Here, it becomes critical to distinguish types of products we are likely to
see—some THC-based, some CBD-based.
Looking at beverages specifically,
one 2019 estimate found that U.S. sales
of cannabis-based drinks was worth $86
million in 2018 but were likely to grow
to more than $1 billion by 2023 and $1.4
billion by 2024. Another, by Canaccord
Genuity Group, similarly, forecast a $600
million market for cannabis-infused beverages by 2022.
Sounds big. Now for the catch. For
one thing, as of now, beverages represent
less than 1% of the overall legal cannabis market. Moreover, there doesn’t seem
to be a cost-effective infusion process for
THC drinks, which analysts see as cru-

These products are sold as
ointments and oils that are
applied topically, as well as
tinctures—concentrated
liquid extracts delivered
through a dropper and either
ingested or dissolved in
something like tea. Depending
on the expert being cited,
CBD may relieve pain,
depression, and anxiety.

cial to the category’s growth. Essentially,
alcohol is water-soluble and cannabis is
not. That means alcohol is absorbed into
the bloodstream quickly, but the THC in
cannabis takes far longer when ingested
rather than inhaled—people feel the effects of beer, wine or spirits within a drink
or two; it can take an hour or longer for
a marijuana brownie to kick in. So the
trick with cannabis-infused drinks will be
to find a way for them to mimic alcohol’s
effect on the drinker, which has met with
mixed results so far.
One person in position to assess the
direction of new product development
is Smoke Wallin, who started in his
family’s traditional distribution business,
and is now CEO of Vertical Wellness, a
company specializing in CBD products.
As Wallin sees it, CBD products are the
hotspot to watch, especially since 2018’s
Farm Bill gave hemp legal status since
hemp is a good source for CBD, but
not THC. Even more important: “The
number one characteristic of CBD is that
it is anti-inflammatory,” notes Wallin,
which means new CBD products are
going to compete with over-the-counter
medicines like Advil. He estimates that
Health & Wellness products will comprise
about 60% of the CBD market, and food
and beverage about 40%.
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Vertical Wellness currently has 12
beverages in active development. However, as a veteran of the industry, Wallin knows the products will have to
taste good: “If it doesn’t stand alone as a
beverage, it won’t work. People will just
switch.” The one thing that is absolutely
not in doubt: CBD-laced beverages are
apt to enjoy a quick route to market.
Wallin reports, “We are seeing huge demand from major retailers and distributors. They are all looking for a way to
play in the space.”

THREE TIERS OR NOT?
It should surprise no one that distributors are positioning themselves to seize
opportunity. Case in point: Southern
Glazer’s officially partnering with a marijuana producer in Canada. The interest
in cannabis may be seen as a defensive
move, at least in part, to protect splintering market share. “Cannabis concerns
me because it’s the shiny new thing that
consumers are attracted to,” Steve Slater,
EVP, General Manager Wine Division,
Southern Glazer’s, said on a “Trends”
panel at Vinexpo New York in March.

“There is a share of discretionary income
that can be used for beer, wine and spirits—and now cannabis.”
The next pressing question: Will alcohol’s three-tier system be used to regulate
legal cannabis? Analysts expect the Treasury department’s Tax and Trade Bureau,
which oversees alcohol, to handle marijuana regulation. But that’s all anyone
agrees on.
Most legal states use the opposite of
three-tier—a vertically integrated system
that doesn’t separate the producer and retailer. It’s OK for a company to grow marijuana and sell THC products in its own
state-licensed retail outlets, something
that three-tier was designed to stop. But
the situations are different, confirms attorney Rebecca Stamey-White, a partner
with Hinman & Carmichael LLP in San
Francisco: the goal with vertical integration was to emphasize local control, and
to avoid the complications of three-tier.
On the other hand, notes Ron Kammerzell, a consultant for the legal weed
industry and former senior director of
enforcement for Colorado’s department
of revenue, three-tier is almost inevitable
once the federal government gets in-

DEMOGRAPHICS:

MORE QUESTIONS THAN STATS
Who is the legal cannabis
customer? How big is the potential market? “It’s not a very
data driven demographic right
now,” says Kirk Barry, the
founder and CRO of Verdantis
Advisors, a legal cannabis
consultancy in California.
“There isn’t enough data, and
there isn’t enough of it over
time. The demographics are
in a nascent stage, no matter
where you look.”
Nevertheless, there have
been several attempts to
identify the legal cannabis
demographic:

The members of Darby,
a social media app for
marijuana enthusiasts, seem
to be 65% men average age
around 28. Almost 70%
graduated college or attended
a university, with an average
annual income of $50,000$75,000.
A 2017 report from the
Cannabis Consumers
Coalition found users to be
almost 60% women, with

about half between 21 and
35. About one-third have an
average annual income of
$26,000-$55,000.
Panelists at the Unified Wine
& Grape Symposium in
January offered a third set
of numbers—the average
cannabis consumer is 42
years old, slightly more likely
to be male than female,
and is more likely to have a
higher income than that of the
general population.

volved. How else will it be possible to collect federal taxes? And if cannabis commerce becomes national, businesses will
naturally want to trade across state lines
and states will want to collect taxes from
out-of-state cannabis producers. Threetier, with its reliance on wholesalers who
have almost 100 years of experience in
dealing with these concerns in alcohol,
can do all of that, Kammerzell says. Plus,
the second-tier has the confidence and
trust of state regulators.
It’s no surprise, then, that the Wine
& Spirits Wholesalers Association, the
trade group that represents alcohol distributors, showcased a plan to Congress
in December 2018 that would set up a
national three-tier cannabis distribution
system based on the alcohol model. “We
think long-term this is really better for the
industry, for society, for our businesses to
provide the model of the beverage alcohol
industry as an example of what effective
safety and regulation looks like,” Michelle
Korsmo, WSWA’s new President, told
Beverage Media in a recent interview.

BRIDGES AND TUNNELS
TO THE FUTURE
As pot history gets written (and rewritten and rewritten), much will ultimately
hinge on how the states fall, dominolike. New Jersey and New York are of
special interest. Both Governors have
already expressed their support for legalization. And the proximity and ease
of transverse from NJ to NY means that
if one state legalizes, it will put instant
pressure on the other.
A behind-doors committee in New
York has already begun work on suggested guidelines for legislation. Meanwhile, in New Jersey, many believe their
state provides the best evidence that a
distribution system for cannabis can and
should be modeled on the state’s alcohol
control. Fred Leighton, second-generation retailer of Bayway World of Liquor
in Elizabeth, NJ, contends: “As a system
that both controls a substance in terms of
public safety, and has made a wide range
of products available, no state does it
better than New Jersey.” ■

